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Architecture
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS is an application designed to improve the
productivity of the chromatography laboratory by fully automating the chromatographic
analyses. It is a powerful interface between a front-end platform such as a Laboratory
Information Management System (LIMS), which sends analysis orders, and OpenLAB
EZChrom Chromatography Data System (CDS) solution, which performs and processes
the analysis.
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS supports two types of LIMS:
•

LIMS that can provide analysis orders in the form of a structured XML file in a
dedicated folder

•

LIMS that can provide the information required to create an analysis order by
answering a structured SQL query sent by the Sample Scheduler.

In both cases, when Sample Scheduler receives an analysis order command from the
LIMS, it checks the command’s validity and the availability of the chromatographic
instrument defined in the command. Then it schedules the analysis in OpenLAB
EZChrom as soon as the instrument is idle. In this way, the samples are analyzed at an
optimal time, and the laboratory instrument use is optimized.

Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS consists of:
•
•
•
•

A database
One LIMS agent
One or several Scheduler agent(s)
Two user interfaces (Scheduler Configuration and Scheduler Client).

An SQL server Database instance is used to store the Scheduler configuration
parameters, together with all the analyses with their parameters and states.

LIMS agent:
•

Periodically either scans the folder in which the LIMS generates the commands or
queries the LIMS by means of an SQL query to recover analysis orders

•

Checks the validity of the commands,

•

Transforms valid commands into analyses stored in the database, and sends invalid
commands into a Trash folder located in the LIMS_Commands root folder.

In the case of connectivity using XML, the XML commands are generated by the LIMS.
The LIMS Agent must be installed on a computer that has access to the location into
which the LIMS will send the analysis orders.
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Scheduler Agent:
Several Scheduler agents can be installed (one per computer). The role of each Scheduler
agent is to manage a pool of instruments.
Each Scheduler agent:
•

Interrogates the scheduler database to determine if is there is an analysis to handle
on one of the instruments it manages

•

Asks OpenLAB EZChrom to check the availability and status of the instrument

•

Initiates an acquisition through a specific agent: Scheduler acquisition agent (one
per instrument). Then, this specific agent handles the acquisition, through EZChrom
acquisition process, and updates the analysis state

Two interfaces:
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS Client:
lists all the analyses stored in the database,
displays in real time the state of the analysis and available information,
allows the analysts to add/edit analyses.
It is used by the analysts in the laboratory on a daily basis.

Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS Configuration:
allows the system administrator to configure the Scheduler (LIMS commands
folder path, SQL queries, etc.).
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Installation
Software Requirements
Supported OS
Windows 7 SP1 (32-bit and 64-bit)
Windows 8.1 (32-bit and 64-bit)
Windows 2008 server R2 (64-bit)

Random Access Memory required
The size of the available RAM on a machine must be appropriate to the following elements:
the role of the computer (Scheduler agent, Sample Scheduler client)
the number of instruments
the number of analyses stored in the database.
For example, the amount of RAM used by the Scheduler agent is proportional to the number
of instruments it manages. The minimum RAM requirement is about 180 Mb per managed
instrument. Therefore, it is advisable to divide the instruments over several Scheduler
Agents.
Also, the amount of RAM used by the Scheduler Client depends of the number of analyses
stored in the database. An amount of RAM that is too small could degrade the way the
refresh is performed in the Scheduler Client.
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS client requires a minimum of
4 GB of RAM (used by Scheduler client interface).
50Mb free disk space (size required to install Scheduler components).
For example, the minimal amount of RAM for a computer where Scheduler Agent is installed
and manages 8 instruments is 0.180 GB per instrument plus 4 GB for the Scheduler Client
interface = 6 GB (0.18 * 8 + 4 = 5.44). If a great number of analyses are stored in the
Database, to have 8 or 10 GB is recommended.

Microsoft .NET framework
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 must be installed on all the computers where the Sample
Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS installation will be performed.

SQL Server
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS uses an SQL server instance to store the configuration
parameters and the analyses.
SQL server 2008 R2 Sp1 and SP2 and SQL Server 2012 Express / Standard are supported.
SQL Server can be installed either on the computer where OpenLAB Shared Services are
installed or on another one.
An instance must be configured for Sample Scheduler with a valid administrator name and
password before the Sample Scheduler installation. During the Sample Scheduler
installation, the software installer needs to define the name of the SQL server computer, the
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS Installation and Configuration
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name of the instance and the associated credentials.
Refer to Appendix A to learn how to configure SQL Server.

NOTE

Sample Scheduler supports a maximum of 5,000 analyses at the same time in the database (every state:
ended, scheduled, waiting, etc.). It corresponds to about 10 full days of analyses (24/24) for a laboratory
equipped with 10 instruments, 30 min acquisition time per analysis.
To avoid the accumulation of Ended analyses in the Scheduler database, you can configure the length of
time that the Ended analyses stay in the database. Refer to the Configuration parameters chapter,
Database command life time parameter to learn more about this parameter.

OpenLAB CDS supported configurations
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS is supported for OpenLAB EZChrom version A.04.06,
A.04.07 SR1 and A.04.07 SR2.
OpenLAB EZChrom CDS must be installed on all computers where the Sample Scheduler is
installed. It is installed as a Networked System, either a CDS client, Instrument Controller
(AIC) or Networked workstation.

OpenLAB configuration
OpenLAB Shared Services must be configured either in Internal or Windows domain
authentication mode (only these two modes are supported).
OpenLAB projects are defined with a valid project folder path (the folder where
EZChrom files are stored: methods, chromatograms, etc.). To perform calibrations from
OpenLAB Sample Scheduler, the following project Result set modes are handled:
Result Package Mode
Result Package Mode with the Update original Methods during acquisition with
analysis updates
At least one OpenLAB administrator (Everything role) must exist. This user will be
declared during the Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS installation, and listed in the
Sample Scheduler Configuration. This administrator login will be used by the Sample
Scheduler to communicate with OpenLAB Shared Services each time an action requires
a connection to OLSS (access list of OpenLAB projects, users, instruments, rights).
OpenLAB users (Internal or Windows user with valid name and password) must exist,
and must be assigned enough OpenLAB CDS rights to connect/use instruments and
access projects. They must also be assigned Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS user
rights. Refer to the ‘Sample Scheduler user rights configuration’ chapter to learn more.
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NOTE

OpenLAB Project group and Instrument location are not managed by Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB
CDS; Sample Scheduler does not manage projects or instruments with the same name defined in
different locations or groups.

NOTE

If changes are made in OpenLAB Control Panel, you have to repeat them in the Scheduler Configuration
interface. Update is not automatic.

NOTE

Scheduler does not manage the storage of the generated chromatograms and results. This is done by
OpenLAB EZChrom; storage paths are defined in the OpenLAB Control Panel (enterprise path/project).

Sample Scheduler License
A single Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS license must be added in OpenLAB Control
Panel for the entire installation. The license must be added before the Sample Scheduler
installation.
In OpenLAB control/Administration pane, select Licenses and click the Add button. Enter
the license number.

Supported configurations for Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS
The Scheduler configuration is strongly linked to the OpenLAB EZChrom CDS configuration.
Please consider each of the following roles when deploying the application:
OLSS server
SQL Server (instance dedicated for Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS)
Networked workstation Manages communication between OpenLAB EZChrom and
instruments (instrument control).
Scheduler LIMS Agent + LIMS_Commands folder
Scheduler Agent Monitors instrument activity and submits acquisitions to OpenLAB
EZChrom.
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS Client
Some roles can be fulfilled by a single machine, others are mutually exclusive. In addition,
the following rules have to be respected:
Only one OLSS Server, one SQL Server, and one Scheduler LIMS Agent can be
installed for the entire application.
Several Networked workstations, Scheduler Agents, Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB
CDS Clients can be deployed. They are distributed on several computers.
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Sample Scheduler (Client or Scheduler agent or LIMS agent) must be installed on an
OpenLAB EZChrom computer
The folder where the LIMS generates the XML commands (LIMS_Commands) can be
defined on any computer, not necessarily the one where the LIMS Agent is installed.
In this case, the LIMS_Commands folder must be shared over the network. The LIMS
agent service must then be started by a user account that has a full access (write,
read, delete, create) to this Share.
LIMS agent cannot be installed on the OLSS computer.
Possible deployments are as follows:

Minimal configuration: two computers.

Computer

OLSS

SQL server

NW*

LIMS agent

Scheduler Agent

Scheduler Client

C1
C2
*NW: networked workstation

Advanced configurations: several computers
These configurations concern laboratories using many instruments. It is advised to distribute
the instrument management over several Scheduler agents (one Scheduler agent per
computer) to improve robustness and performance

Computer

OLSS

SQL server

NW

OLSS

SQL server

NW

LIMS agent

Scheduler
Agent

Scheduler
Client

Scheduler
Agent

Scheduler
Client

C1
C2
C3

Computer

LIMS agent

C1
C2
C3
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C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
A recommended configuration would be to install one Scheduler agent per Networked
workstation to make maintenance more intuitive: the same instrument is managed on the
same computer by both OpenLAB EZChrom and Sample Scheduler.

Computer

OLSS

SQL server

NW

LIMS agent

Scheduler
Agent

Scheduler
Client

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
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Installation instructions
To perform the installation, you must be logged on with local administrator rights.
Launch the Agilent.Scheduler.Install_XX.msi file.
The first Sample Scheduler installation must be done on the computer that owns the
Sample Scheduler LIMS Agent.

1

Click Next in the Welcome wizard.

2

Read the License Agreement and accept the terms. Click Next to continue the installation.

3

In the Custom Setup wizard, select the application module(s) to be installed from the list,
according to the desired configuration:
Scheduler agent
LIMS agent (only on one computer)
Scheduler client
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For each module, you can choose to install the feature (by selecting either ‘Will be
installed on local hard drive’ or ‘Entire feature will be installed on local hard drive’;
both lead to the same result) or not to install it (by choosing ‘Entire feature will be
unavailable’).

If you are performing the Setup on the computer where the LIMS will send the
commands, select LIMS agent.
If you are performing the Setup on a computer that will manage one or more instruments
(for Scheduler use), select the Scheduler agent.
Install Scheduler client on every computers used by the operators.
Several modules can be installed on the same computer.

NOTE

NOTE

Only one LIMS agent must be installed for the entire application.

The Scheduler configuration interface, which allows you to configure the application, is installed with
the Client. Therefore, the client must be installed on all computers from where you wish to edit
configuration parameters
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Refer to the Architecture presentation chapter to learn more about these modules and to
the Supported configurations for Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS chapter to learn on
which computer to install which modules.
Once the modules are selected, click Next.

4

In the Destination folder wizard, enter the path where the Setup will install files, then click

Next

5

If either LIMS agent or Scheduler agent has been selected in step 3, you are asked to define
the Scheduler Services Account that will be used to start the Scheduler services.

Select ‘User Account’, then define the same credentials as the ones defined for ‘OpenLAB
instrument service Account’ (refer to CDS_NWSDS-Installation.pdf, OpenLAB users
guide). Click Test credentials.
If the credentials are valid, click Next.
If the credentials are not valid (after several attempts), select ‘Local System Account’,
and click Next.

NOTE

To specify a local account, enter a User name; to specify a domain account, enter a Domain\User
name.
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If you have selected the ‘Local System Account’ option, you have to assign the user account manually to
both Agilent Sample Scheduler agent and the Agilent Sample Scheduler LIMS agent services when the
installation is complete.

NOTE

In the services, successively edit the properties of both services, in the ‘Log On’ tab, select ‘This account’
and specify the valid account (same credentials as the ones defined for ‘OpenLAB instrument service
Account’). Then restart both services.

6

Identify the SQL server instance used by the Scheduler in the SQL server instance information
wizard:
Three identification modes are proposed with regard to the SQL server installation. Ask your
IT department which identification mode to use.

Enter the name of the computer where the SQL server is installed, with the name of
the instance dedicated to Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS:
ComputerName\Instancename
Enter the IP address of the computer where the SQL server is installed, with the
name of the instance dedicated to Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS: IP
address\Instancename
Enter the name of the computer where the SQL server is installed, with the
associated port number: ComputerName,Port number
Select the authentication mode you desire, Windows Authentication or SQL
Authentication (Refer to Appendix A to learn more about authentication mode).
If you select Windows Authentication, click Test Database Connection directly.
If you select SQL Authentication, specify the SQL authentication account (database
administrator), then click Test Database Connection.
The setup checks if the SQL server\instance is reachable. If the connection is
established, the Setup checks if the Scheduler Database already exists in the instance. If
so, it proposes that you either to keep the existing database or create a new (empty) one.
Then click Next.
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS Installation and Configuration
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NOTE

If you are using the same SQL database for both OpenLAB CDS and Sample Scheduler, do not use the
same instance. Sample Scheduler needs a dedicated instance.

NOTE

Creating a new database will delete all the stored analysis and reset the configuration parameters

If you select Windows Authentication mode, the Scheduler services will not be able to connect to the
Sample Scheduler database with the default ‘Local System account’. Ask your system DB administrator
to assign a Windows account that has enough rights to access the ‘OpenLAB Scheduler DB’ database (for
example, sysadmin) to the following services: ‘Agilent Sample Scheduler Agent’ and ‘Agilent Sample
Scheduler LIMS Agent’.

NOTE

Also ensure that all the Windows users that will log on to Sample Scheduler computers are also assigned
the rights to access the ‘OpenLAB Scheduler DB’ database.
Refer to Appendix A: Switch SQL Authentication Mode to learn how to configure the OpenLAB Scheduler
DB users’ rights.

If you are experiencing trouble while connecting to the SQL server instance (instance not
reachable), pause the installation and check the SQL server connectivity as described in
Appendix A. Once the connectivity is established, the installation can be resumed or
relaunched.
Check the following parameters
Credentials + connection mode
Replace the computer name by its IP address (in the case of a DNS issue) in the SQL
Server Instance section.
Firewall for SQL Server (on the SQL Server computer)
TCP/IP Protocol for SQL server instance (on the SQL Server computer)
7

In the LIMS Commands wizard, enter the path where LIMS will push the command files.
Click Next
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You can modify the LIMS commands folder afterwards.

NOTE

8

In the OpenLAB admin account wizard, enter the login of the OpenLAB admin as defined in
the OpenLAB Control Panel. Admin ID /password or Admin ID /Password/Domain have to
be specified, depending on the OpenLAB configuration. Click Test OpenLAB Connection.
When the connection succeeds, click Next.

9

Click Install in the Ready to install… wizard

10 Click Finish in the last screen.

Software Verification Check
To qualify the Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS installation, launch the Agilent Software
Verification Tool (from Start/All Programs /Agilent Technologies / Software Verification
Tool)
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Uninstall
To uninstall the application, you can either launch the Setup and select the Remove option,
or uninstall it from the Windows Control panel.
All the files installed by the Setup are deleted, and the registry keys are removed.
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When the installation is complete, an OpenLAB administrator must configure the
application. The configuration is performed in a dedicated interface, available on any
computer where the Sample Scheduler client is installed.
The OpenLAB administrator starts the Agilent.Scheduler.Configuration.exe located in the
<Scheduler> \bin folder (where <Scheduler> is the folder where Sample Scheduler for
OpenLAB CDS is installed) or starts it from the Start /All Programs/ Agilent Technologies/
Agilent Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS/ Agilent Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS
Configuration menu entry.

The Configuration screen consists of several tabs:
Administration: to configure general parameters
Command: to define mandatory parameters that must be defined in an XML
command, and parameters that must be defined in each entry of the Custom info
table (if any).
Notification: list of users to be notified ‘By e-mail’ or ‘On screen’ (in the Scheduler
client session) if a command is trashed.
Auto-fill commands: to display the list of Templates used to automatically complete
an incomplete command generated by the LIMS.
Agents: list of sample Scheduler services and processes. This list allows the
administrator to see in real time which Sample Scheduler services (Sample
Scheduler LIMS agent and Sample Scheduler agents) and Sample Scheduler agent
processes are running, on which computer they run on and their state. The
administrator can also stop and start the services from this screen.
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Administration
The list of configuration parameters is displayed in a table. They can be modified by any
OpenLAB administrator.

Client section
To configure the way information is displayed, and the available options in the Sample
Scheduler Client.
Client
Automatic Refresh Period

Time before the Scheduler interfaces is refreshed. It is specified in seconds; 0
means that the interface is not refreshed.

State Color: State

Specifies the color used for each State in the Scheduler client. One color is
specified per State (Waiting, In Progress, etc). The color is specified by its
hexadecimal code.

E_Customi

Allows you to customize the name of the Custom variable (E_Customi) column
displayed in the Queue table. This can be useful if the E_Custom always refer to
the same parameter.

[i=1 to 5]

By default, E_Customi is displayed in the table.
You can predefine a list of values that can be selected in the Scheduler Client.

T_Customi

[i=1 to 10]

Allows you to customize the name of the Custom task variable (T_Customi) column
displayed in the Queue table. This can be useful if the T_Custom always refers to
the same parameter.
By default T_Customi is displayed in the table.
You can predefine a list of values that can be selected in the Scheduler Client.
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Command section
To configure the default values to assign to the commands.
Command
OpenLAB default Project

The default project used to perform acquisitions.
If no project is specified in the command, the chromatograms (.DAT) acquired
by EZChrom by order of the Scheduler are stored in the path corresponding to
the default project.
Mandatory

Default Data file name

The default Data file name used to perform an acquisition from a command if it
is not specified in the command.
EZChrom tokens (<U>; <M>; <I>; <D>; <ID>; <V>) and Sample Scheduler
tokens (<Ei>; <Ti>) can be used to generate the Default Data file name.
Mandatory

Default result name

The default Result name used to perform an acquisition from a command if it is
not defined in the command.
EZChrom tokens ( <U>; <M>; <I>; <D>; <ID>; <V>; <UI>; <F>) and Sample
Scheduler tokens (<Ei> ; <Ti>) can be used to generate the Default result
name
Mandatory

Initial analysis state

The initial state of the analysis. It can be Waiting or Scheduled
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It is possible to use a combination of predefined name types (tokens) to specify the Default
data file name and Default result name. Those tokens are the ones proposed in EZChrom
CDS/Single run and sequence and the Scheduler E_Custom and T_Custom variables,
specified in the ‘Client’ section of the Sample Scheduler Configuration.
For both Data file name and Result name, you can select the token from a list, available by
clicking the arrow in the cell.

The following table lists all the supported tokens:
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Parameter

Token

SampleId

UserName <U>

(EZChrom Sample Id)

MethodName <M>
Instrument name <I>
Date & Time <D>
Vial <V>
E_CustomN [N=1 to 5] <E1> to <E5>

DataFileName

User Name <U>

(EZChrom Data File .dat)

Method Name <M>
Instrument name <I>
Date & Time <D>
SampleID <ID>
Vial <V>
E_CustomN [N=1 to 5] <E1> to <E5>
T_Custom [N=1 to 10]

ResultName

SampleId <ID>

(EZChrom .rslt folder and .rst File)

UserName <U>
MethodName <M>
Datafile Name <F>
Instrument name <I>

For

Date & Time <D>
Vial <V>
E_CustomN [N=1 to 5] <E1> to <E5>
T_CustomN [N=1 to 10]
example, Default result name: <ID>_<D>_Test → Result name is: SampleID_Date&Time_Test

Deployment section
To configure the parameters related to the Sample Scheduler installation/configuration and
the OpenLAB credentials used to communicate with OpenLAB shared services.
Deployment
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OpenLAB acquisition user

OpenLAB user who is assigned the execution of Scheduler acquisitions. This
user must be assigned the Everything role and the rights to access all OpenLAB
instruments and projects used by the Scheduler in the OpenLAB Control Panel.
Mandatory

OpenLAB acquisition user
password

Password of the OpenLAB acquisition user.

LIMS Command Folder

The folder path where the LIMS generates the commands. By default, it is
C:\LIMS_Commands. If it is specified on a computer other than the < LIMS
Computer Name>, use the following syntax: \\computerName\<LIMS folder>
where LIMS folder is a shared folder.

Mandatory

If you change this folder, ensure that the specified folder exists.
Mandatory
Processed Command Folder

The folder path where the commands are sent once managed by the Scheduler
(that is, stored in the database). This can be useful if you want to keep the XML
files for a period.
The Processed folder has to be created manually in the LIMS_Command folder
root.
If the folder specified in the Configuration does not exist, the XML commands
are deleted after they have been entered in the database.

Processed command life time

Time (in hours) that the commands stay in the Processed folder before being
deleted. If 0 is specified, the commands are never deleted.

Database command life time

Time (in hours) the ENDED commands stay in the database before being
deleted. If 0 is specified, the commands are never deleted from database.

Instrument Management

Defines the list of instruments managed by ‘Scheduler Agent’. The Scheduler
agent to use is identified by the name of the machine on which it is installed (in
the case of a Client /Server installation, several Scheduler agents can exist,
distributed over several machines. One Scheduler agent per machine). The goal
is to distribute the CPU load and memory use over several Scheduler agents, to
improve the robustness of the application.
You select the Scheduler agent machine from a list. To help you select the right
computer, the computer description is displayed in parentheses.
Mandatory if several Scheduler agents are defined.

OpenLAB Administrator

The name of the OpenLAB administrator (with everything role), as defined in
the OpenLAB Control Panel. It is used by the Scheduler deployment scheduler
to communicate with all instruments.
Mandatory

OpenLAB Administrator
Password

The password of the OpenLAB administrator, as defined in the OpenLAB Control
Panel.
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Mandatory
OpenLAB Domain

The OpenLAB Domain, if a domain is required by OLSS (see system
configuration in OpenLAB Control Panel).

Email Server section
To fill out only if you want to send a notification by e-mail when a command is trashed.

Email Server
From address

Email account that sends the notification, for example,
company@servername.com

SMTP server host

SMTP Server, for example, smtp.servername.com

SMTP server port

SMTP port

User name

User name of the account that sends the notification

Password

Password of the account that sends the notification

Enable SSL

True if TLS/SSL encrypted connection is to be enabled

LIMS DB section
To fill out only if collection of analysis orders is performed using SQL queries.
LIMS DB
Query frequency

Frequency in seconds that the Sample Scheduler queries the LIMS DB to
collect commands (0 disables the LIMS DB query).

Database provider

The database provider allows the Sample Scheduler to connect to the LIMS
database to execute the queries, etc.
When the Database provider is configured from the machine where the
Scheduler LIMS agent is running, you can select the provider to use from the
list of installed providers.
When the Database provider is configured from another computer, you must
enter the provider manually. This provider must exist on the machine where
the Scheduler LIMS agent is running.
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Connection string

String allowing the Sample Scheduler to connect to the LIMS database. It
contains all the information required to connect to your LIMS database: data
source, login…

LIMS query

Query sent to the LIMS DB to collect commands. The query must recover
analysis parameters from the LIMS DB and define the rules to be applied to
assign the LIMS DB parameters to the corresponding Sample Scheduler
parameters.

LIMS notification: Valid command

Query sent to the LIMS DB to notify that a valid command has been handled.

LIMS notification: Invalid command

Query sent to the LIMS DB to notify that an invalid command has been
handled.

To ensure that the Provider and the Connection string are valid, you can test the connection
by clicking the Test connections/LIMS Database button from the computer where the
LIMS agent is installed.
You can also click the Test connections/LIMS Database button from another computer, but
then, only the Connection string is tested, not the provider.

Validation of Administration parameters
Once the parameters are properly set, click the Save button,
When you have modified any parameter of the Client section, you must re-launch the
Scheduler client sessions to apply the changes.
When you have modified any parameter of the Command section, you must restart the
Agilent Sample Scheduler LIMS agent service to apply the changes.
Depending on the parameter modified in the Deployment section, you must restart
either the Agilent Sample Scheduler agent or the Agilent Sample Scheduler LIMS
agent service (or both) to apply the changes.
When the modifications have been validated, a message informs you of the action to take to
apply the changes.

If several users are modifying the configuration at the same time, click the Refresh button to
update the parameter values.
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Command
Mandatory parameters
The analysis orders generated by the LIMS (either using XML commands or collected by SQL
queries) contain a set of parameters used by EZChrom to perform acquisitions and process
the results (for example, instrument name, tower position, vial, etc.)
As not all LIMS are able to provide the same level of information in the analysis order, you
must specify the parameters that your LIMS is able to provide.
To select the mandatory parameters, display the Command tab, then check the parameters
in the Mandatory column.

When a command is generated by your LIMS, the Sample Scheduler LIMS agent checks if all
mandatory parameters are present. If they are all present, an analysis is generated, and the
analysis is performed. If one or more of the mandatory parameters is missing from the
command, the command is trashed (sent to the LIMS_Commands/ trash folder) and no
analysis is generated.

The default selected parameters are those required by EZChrom to start the analysis:
SampleId, Project, Instrument, Tower position, Method, Result name, Data file name, Vial,
Injection volume (either Injection volume or using the method injection volume with Use
method injection volume).

NOTE

All the parameters that can be specified in an XML command are listed in the Command table, with the
same name as in the command (except Replicates).
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If you are using instruments connected to a valve (as sampler) that require no vial to be defined in the
LIMS Command, do not check the Vial parameter as ‘Mandatory’ in the table.

NOTE

Auto-Fill key parameters
The Auto-Fill key list must be configured only if you are using the ‘Automatic command fill
in’ feature.
Refer to Automatic command fill in chapter to learn more.
The parameters specified as key in the Command/Auto-Fill key tab, are used by the Sample
Scheduler as a ‘key set’, allowing it to select which command template (a set of parameters
related to one analysis) must be used to complete an incomplete command generated by the
LIMS.
The parameters belonging to the ‘Auto-fill key list’ are mandatory, and must be assigned a
value by the LIMS in the XML template command to allow the creation of a Template.
All the parameters except Sample ID, Replicates and State that can be specified in an XML
command can be part of the key list.

NOTE

If no key is selected, the auto-fill mechanism is not applied. Commands generated by the LIMS are
not automatically completed.

Notification
When an invalid command is generated by the LIMS (using an XML command or collected by
an SQL query), it is automatically sent to the <LIMS_Commands>/trash folder, and no
analysis is generated in the Scheduler Client.
When such an event occurs, a notification can be sent to a selection of users either by Email
or displayed in the Scheduler Client.
The list of users to be notified is specified in the Notification tab, by checking the By Email
and/or On screen check boxes for each user. The list of users is the one specified in the
OpenLAB Control Panel.

In the case of Email notification, you must configure the Email Server parameters in the
Administration tab (SMTP Server, SMTP port, etc.).
The Email addresses used to send the notifications are the ones defined in OpenLAB Control
Panel (Administration/Users). Therefore, ensure that all selected users have an Email
address.
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NOTE

To ensure that a connection can be established with the Email Server specified in the Administration tab,

click the
button. An ‘Email Test’ screen is open, in which you have to define the Email address
that will receive the test Email then click the Test button. If the Email server is properly configured, an
Email is sent; otherwise, an error message is displayed

Automatic command fill in
When the LIMS cannot generate a ‘complete’ XML command, (a command leading to the
creation of an analysis that cannot be handled by EZChrom) the command can be filled
automatically with the missing parameter values.
The automatic fill-in is based on a business knowledge table, the Auto-fill commands table,
which contains templates of command parameters. These templates are used to
automatically complete incomplete commands.
To use the ‘Automatic command fill in’ feature, you must:
configure the Auto-fill key list (Command tab),
Populate the Auto-fill commands table (Auto-fill commands tab) with templates.

Auto-fill key list configuration
To allow an incomplete command to be filled in automatically with consistent parameters,
the administrator must define a unique combination of parameters for each template. This
‘key’ combination, the Auto-fill key list, allows the Sample Scheduler to distinguish all
templates each from the other.
The Auto-fill key list is specified in the Command tab by checking the Auto-fill key cell for
the selected parameters.
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Auto-fill commands table population
The templates used to complete ‘incomplete commands’ are listed in the Auto-fill commands
tab. Templates can be created for single-tower analyses, dual-tower analyses and dual-task
analyses (injection of the sample on two instruments).
Each line corresponds to the template of one type of analysis.
For each line, a set of parameter values is specified (for example, Instrument, project,
method, etc.). All the parameters that can be specified in an XML command can be
displayed in this table (except Sample ID and Replicates), and can be assigned a value.
Each line is defined by a unique set of values for the Auto-fill key parameters. The Autofill key parameters are displayed with a blue background.

To populate the Auto-fill commands table, XML template commands must be copied into
the <LIMS_Commands> folder (see location in the Administration tab/ Deployment
section). These template commands have the same structure as the XML command used to
generate an analysis (refer to XML Command chapter), except for the addition of a new tag
<Template>.
If <Template>true</Template>: the command will be used to populate the Auto-fill
commands table. No analysis is generated in the Sample Scheduler Client, no acquisition
is launched.
If <Template>false</Template>, or if the <Template> tag is missing from the XML
command, the command is considered as a normal command, which leads to the
creation of an analysis.
The Template command validity is evaluated before its entry into the Auto-fill commands
table. To be considered valid, the XML template must
match the XML scheme (XSD)
satisfy the Business rules (for example, if a multiplier is not defined, it is assigned the
value 1, etc.) and OLSS controls (project, instrument, user, method exists).
The following rules are set:
Each template must be assigned a value for the Auto-fill key parameters.
The Auto-fill key set is unique: only one template can be added by Auto-fill key set. If
two template commands with the same Auto-fill key set are added in the
<LIMS_Commands> folder, the second one is trashed.
Templates cannot be edited from the Auto-fill commands table. To modify a template,
you must delete the template from table, then add a new XML template in the
<LIMS_Commands> folder.

NOTE

A template cannot be generated by a command collected from the LIMS DB using an SQL query.

Automatic command completion rules
When an incomplete command is generated (by XML or from an SQL Query), the following
actions are performed to complete it:
1

Check that a value is assigned to all Auto-fill key parameters in the command.
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If this is not the case, the command is not completed.
If this is the case, the command is a candidate for automatic completion
2

If the command is a candidate for automatic completion, check if a template with the
same Auto-fill key parameter values exists.
If a template with the same Auto-fill key parameters values exists,
The XML command parameters without values are assigned the values defined in
the Template.
The parameters that are already assigned a value are not overwritten by the
value of the template.
If default values are defined in the Scheduler Configuration (default state,
default project, default user, default data file name, default result name), and no
value is assigned either in the command or in the template, the default parameter
value is assigned to the incomplete command.
If no template with the same Auto-fill key parameters values exists, the command is
not completed.
The completed command then follows the XML Validity process to determine whether
it is valid or not. To learn more about the XML Validity process, refer to the
corresponding chapter.

If either the primary instrument or the method is not defined in the command, the command will not be
completed with the alternative instruments defined in the Template. Other parameters will be filled by
the template. Alternative instrument/method can be used only to replace a defined instrument/method
pair. Therefore, the primary instrument/method pair must be defined.

NOTE

Agents
The Agents tab lists all the Sample Scheduler Agents (services and processes) with their host
computers, their states and their PIDs (Process ID as defined in the task manager of the
computer where they are running):
Sample Scheduler LIMS agent
Sample Scheduler Agents
Sample Scheduler acquisition agents
Instrument name in case of Sample Scheduler acquisition agent
Four states are possible:
Started
Stopped
Error
Not responding (loss of connection with SQL server database, for example)
The administrator can then examine the state of all Sample Scheduler agents in a centralized
screen, and start or stop a service (Sample Scheduler LIMS agent service and Sample
Scheduler agent services) from this screen, whatever the host computer name. This option is
intended to facilitate maintenance operations.
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Remove all analyses from the Database
The Remove all Analyses is an advanced feature, not proposed by default.
It allows the administrator to empty the Database of all its analyses from the Scheduler
Configuration screen. This function avoids the administrator having to connect to the SQL
server instance. It has to be used exceptionally, for example, in the case of maintenance
operations on the SQL Server /Sample scheduler Instance.
To display the Remove All Analyses button, you must start the Scheduler Configuration from
a command line:
<Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS install
path>\Bin\Agilent.Scheduler.Configuration.exe advanced

Before using the Remove All Analyses function, ensure that no analysis is currently
launched in the Scheduler (Submitted/In progress or Scheduled states). Stop both the
Agilent Sample Scheduler LIMS Agent and Agilent Sample Scheduler agent services (on all
concerned computers). Click the Remove All Analyses button, and then restart both
Scheduler services.
Note that it is possible to delete analyses directly from the Scheduler Client without stopping
and restarting services. This option is more secure, because it removes only analyses that are
not running.

Print configuration
You can print the Configuration parameters, by clicking the Print button.
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Sample Scheduler user rights configuration
The management of Sample Scheduler user’s roles/rights is performed in the OpenLAB
Control Panel.
Two roles are proposed by default:
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS administrator: the right to connect to the Sample
Scheduler Configuration and the right to perform all actions in the Scheduler Client
Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS analyst: the right to perform all actions in the
Scheduler Client
These two roles are Administrative roles, and you must assigned them in OpenLAB
Control Panel.
The OpenLAB administrator can, of course, edit these roles or create new ones and assign
them to the different Sample Scheduler users.
The list of rights is:

Right

Description

Is an administrator

Allow the user to connect to the Sample Scheduler
Configuration and access the Reset option in the
Sample Scheduler Client

Is a user

Allow the user to connect to the Sample Scheduler
Client

Schedule analysis

Allow the user to access the Schedule button

Wait analysis

Allow the user to access the Waiting button

Restart analysis

Allow the user to access the Restart button

Stop / Stop instrument

Allow the user to access the Stop and Stop instrument
buttons

Delete analysis

Allow the user to access the Delete button

Perform Quick Start

Allow the user to access the Quick Start button

Create sequence

Allow the user to access the Create Sequence button

Perform actions on sequence

Allow the user to access the actions button in the
Sequence table (add, delete, convert, etc.)

Change priority

Allow the user to access the Sooner/Later buttons

Merge / Split analysis

Allow the user to Merge and Split analyses

Open data from Sample Scheduler

Allow the user to open data from the Sample Scheduler
in OpenLAB CDS

Save layout

Allow the user to save the layout
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How to reconfigure SQL Server/instance
If you have modified the Sample Scheduler SQL Server /Instance access (after the Sample
Scheduler has been installed and configured), you will have to reconfigure the Sample
Scheduler database access parameters.
This can happen in the following situations:
Change of database: Computer/Instance
Change of the authentication mode (Windows authentication or SQL authentication)
Change of user credentials (login and/or password).

To reconfigure database access, ensure that no analysis is running, launch the <Sample
Scheduler for OpenLAB>Bin\ Agilent.Scheduler.Database.Access.Reconfiguration.exe
on every computer where Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS is installed.

In the Database access reconfiguration screen, update the values of the parameters that have
changed:
SQL Server Instance
Authentication mode
Credential (in the case of SQL Authentication)
Click the Test Database Connection button. If the parameters are valid, you can save the
new parameters. The connection parameters are updated in the registry.
Restart the Agilent Sample Scheduler LIMS Agent and all Agilent Sample Scheduler agent
services.

NOTE

If you get the message ‘Requested registry access is not allowed’, run the application as administrator.
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LIMS command: the analysis order generated by the LIMS

A command is an analysis order generated by the LIMS, leading to the analysis of a sample
by OpenLAB EZChrom via Sample Scheduler.

Two types of command are handled:
XML commands, generated by the LIMS and following the Scheduler XML command
structure.
Commands collected in LIMS DB by the Sample Scheduler using an SQL query (for
LIMS that cannot provide XML commands and that use an SQL database).

Both command types are handled by the Sample Scheduler (Scheduler LIMS agent) in the
same way.
Collect the command
Check the validity of the command
Create an analysis (Stored in the Sample Scheduler Database)

XML commands
This section describes the XML scheme that the LIMS must respect when it generates XML
commands.
The structure of an XML file is defined to fit the EZChrom instrument/method architecture.

Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS manages two types of XML file:
XML command, which handles:
the analysis of a sample using OpenLAB EZChrom CDS
the population of the Auto-fill commands table with templates (to be used to
automatically complete incomplete commands)
XML Action, which makes it possible to trigger actions in the Sample Scheduler system.
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High level XML structure
The XML command matches the way in which one sample is analyzed:
On one instrument fitted with one or two tower(s)
On two coupled instruments analyzing the same sample: dual-task command
The XML command must conform to the following high level structure:

<SchedulerCommand>
<Template>false</Template>
<SampleId></SampleId>
<State></State>
<Project></Project>
<User></User>
<Replicates></Replicates>
…
<Tasks>
<Task>
<Towers>
<Tower>
…
</ Tower >
By instrument.

< Tower >
….
</ Tower>

General Sample
Parameters

By tower:
Acquisition parameters,
Sample information,
Calibration,
Variables. Max of 2 towers
by instrument.

</Towers>
</Task>

By instrument.

<Task>
…
<Task>

</Tasks>
</SchedulerCommand>

The General parameters are the parameters defined for the entire sample.
The Task parameters are relative to one instrument. In most cases, one task is defined
by the XML command because the sample acquisition is performed on one instrument.
In some particular applications (for example, in-line gas analysis), the sample can be
analyzed by two coupled instruments simultaneously. In this case, two tasks are defined
in the XML command. A maximum of two tasks is handled by XML.
The Tower parameters are relative to one tower of the instrument. Acquisition
parameters, sample information, calibration parameters and Internal standard are
defined in this section. If the instrument is fitted with two towers, two Tower sections
must be defined in the XML command. A maximum of two towers is handled by the task.
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Basic XML command
The Basic command lists the minimum parameters to define in an XML command to allow
OpenLAB EZChrom to perform the analysis.
The prerequisite to use such a command is to define a value for all default parameters in the
Scheduler Configuration: OpenLAB acquisition user, OpenLAB default project, Default data
file name and Default result name parameters.

<SchedulerCommand>
<SampleId>command1</SampleId> [EZChrom Sample Id]
<Tasks>
<Task>
<InstrumentMethods>
<InstrumentMethod>
<InstrumentName>OpenLABValidInstrument1</InstrumentName>
<MethodName>OpenLABValidMethod1.met</MethodName>
</InstrumentMethod>
</InstrumentMethods>
<CanUseMethodInjectionVolume>true</CanUseMethodInjectionVolume>
[‘true’ if an injection volume is defined in the method and can be used to perform the
acquisition (instruments with autosampler), ‘false’ if not.]
<Towers>
<Tower>
<Position>Front</Position>
<SampleInfo>
<UseMethodInjectionVolume>true</UseMethodInjectionVolume>
[Use the injection volume defined in EZChrom method]
<Vial>1</Vial> [Autosampler position, if the instrument uses a
valve as sampler, and does not require a vial to be defined, the 'Vial' parameter can be
missing from the command]
</SampleInfo>
</ Tower >
</ Towers>
</Task>
</Tasks>
</SchedulerCommand>

An XML template is provided to help you build a command: <Scheduler Install
path>/Documentation/ Basic_Command.xml.
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NOTE

The InstrumentName tag is case-sensitive. If the case is different from the one defined in
OpenLAB Control Panel, the XML command will be considered as not valid, and sent to the
<LIMS_Commands>/Trash folder.
If CanUseMethodInjectionVolume is ‘true’, the ‘Method inj. Volume’ column is available in
the Sample Scheduler client Edition table. If it is ‘false’, the column is missing.
If CanUseMethodInjectionVolume is false, UseMethodInjectionVolume must be false too,
otherwise the XML command is trashed.

Advanced XML command
The XML command allows you to define many parameters used to perform the acquisition
(vial, injection volume…) and the OpenLAB EZChrom processing (multiplier, sample mass,
printing of method reports…).
The list of available parameters and their positions in the XML is described below:

<SchedulerCommand>
<Template>false</Template> [‘true’ to create a template command in Auto-fill commands tab,
‘false’ to create an analysis]
<SampleId>command2</SampleId> [EZChrom Sample Id, stored in the chromatogram]
<State>Waiting</State> [Waiting or Scheduled]
<Project>OpenLABValidProject</Project> [Project defined in OpenLAB, defines the path where
EZChrom files will be generated (.DAT, .RST, etc ]
<User>OpenLABValidUser</User> [User defined in OpenLAB]
<Replicates>3</Replicates> [Number of injections]
<PrintMethodReports>false</PrintMethodReports>[Enable if you want automatic printing of the
Reports specified in the used acquisition methods, the reports will be print on the default printer
of the used instrument]
<E_Custom1>E1</E_Custom1>
<E_Custom2>E2</E_Custom2>
<E_Custom3>E3</E_Custom3>
<E_Custom4>E4</E_Custom4>
<E_Custom5>E5</E_Custom5>
<Tasks>
<Task>
<ResultName>ResultName1</ResultName> [EZChrom .rslt folder name and .rst file]
<InstrumentMethods>
<InstrumentMethod>
<InstrumentName>OpenLABValidInstrument1</InstrumentName>
<MethodName>OpenLABValidMethod1.met</MethodName>
</InstrumentMethod>
[The first Instrument/method pair is assigned to the analysis by default. You have the possibility
to perform the acquisition on another Instrument/method pair defined in the XML. Several
Instrument/method pairs can be defined. If several pairs are defined, an Instrument/method list
is displayed in the Queue Table in the Scheduler client to allow you to change the
instrument/method. If the method belongs to a subdirectory, write SubfolderName\method.met.]
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<InstrumentMethod>
<InstrumentName>OpenLABValidInstrument2</InstrumentName>
<MethodName>OpenLABValidMethod2.met</MethodName>
</InstrumentMethod>
<InstrumentMethods>
<CanUseMethodInjectionVolume>true</CanUseMethodInjectionVolume> [‘true’ if an
injection volume is defined in the method and can be used to perform the acquisition
(instruments with autosampler), ‘false’ if not.]

<Towers>
<Tower>
<Position>Front</Position> [Front, Back]
<DataFileName>DataFileName1</DataFileName> [EZChrom .DAT name]
<SampleInfo>
<Description>
<Line>long description in </Line>
<Line>several lines</Line>
</Description>
<Vial>1</Vial> [Autosampler position]
<UseMethodInjectionVolume>False</UseMethodInjectionVolume>
[‘true’ if the injection volume defined in the EZChrom method is used to perform the analysis]
<InjectionVolume>5</InjectionVolume> [Volume of sample to be
injected in the instrument. Mandatory if UseMethodInjectionVolume = False]
<InjectionVolumeUnit>ul</InjectionVolumeUnit>
<SampleMass>153.61</SampleMass>
<SampleMassUnit>mg</SampleMassUnit>
<Multiplier>2.369</Multiplier>
<Dilutor>3.124</Dilutor>
</SampleInfo>
<Calibration>
<SampleType>Unknown</SampleType> [Sample type : Unknown,
Standard]
<Level>1</Level> [Mandatory if SampleType = Standard]
<CalibrationMode>ClearAllCalibration</CalibrationMode>
[Calibration mode: ClearAllCalibration, ClearCalibrationForLevel, ClearReplicates,
AverageReplicates. Mandatory if SampleType = Standard.]
</Calibration>
<InternalStandard>
<InternalStandardAmount>5</InternalStandardAmount>
<InternalStandardAmountUnit>mg</InternalStandardAmountUnit>
</InternalStandard>
</Tower>
<Tower> [Second tower, containing the same parameters as Front tower]
…
</Tower>
</Towers>
<T_Custom1>T1</T_Custom1>
<T_Custom2>T2</T_Custom2>
<T_Custom3>T3</T_Custom3>
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<T_Custom4>T4</T_Custom4>
<T_Custom5>T5</T_Custom5>
<T_Custom6>T6</T_Custom6>
<T_Custom7>T7</T_Custom7>
<T_Custom8>T8</T_Custom8>
<T_Custom9>T9</T_Custom9>
<T_Custom10>T10</T_Custom10>
</Task>
<Task> [Second task, containing the same parameters as the first one, but associated
with another instrument fitted with one or two towers]
…
</Task>
</Tasks>
</SchedulerCommand>

If the sample is analyzed on a dual-tower instrument, the task section must contain two
<Tower>…</Tower> sections.
If the sample is analyzed on two coupled instruments, the command must contain two
<Task>…</Task> sections.
An XML template is provided to help you build a command: <Scheduler Install
path>/Documentation/ Advanced_Command.xml.

NOTE

NOTE

Ensure the InstrumentName and Project are defined with the same case as the one used in OpenLAB
Control Panel, otherwise the XML command will be considered as not valid and sent to the
<LIMS_Commands>/Trash folder.

If the method used to perform the analysis is stored in a subfolder of the method path, you must write
<MethodName>SubfolderName\MethodName.met </MethodName>.

How to use parameter ‘Use Method Injection Volume’ in XML command
If a default injection volume is defined in the EZChrom method (option limited to an
instrument fitted with an autosampler), it can be used to perform the acquisition via the
Scheduler.
To use this option, you must define the two following parameters in the XML command:
<CanUseMethodInjectionVolume>true</CanUseMethodInjectionVolume>
AND
<UseMethodInjectionVolume>true</UseMethodInjectionVolume>
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NOTE

If you are using the Method injection volume, the <InjectionVolume></InjectionVolume> section is
optional in the XML as it is not used to perform the acquisition.

The <CanUseMethodInjectionVolume> value (‘true’ or ‘false’) determines the display of the
Method Inj. Volume column in the edition table (Scheduler Client):
if <CanUseMethodInjectionVolume> is ‘true’, the Method inj. Volume column is available
if ‘false’ the column is missing.
This parameter must be assigned the ‘false’ value if no injection volume is defined in the
method.
Note that even if an injection volume is defined in the method, another value can be defined
in the XML. In this case, assign the value ‘false’ to the <UseMethodInjectionVolume> in the
XML. The InjectionVolume must be assigned a value in the XML (strictly positive value).

NOTE

IIf <CanUseMethodInjectionVolume> is false, <UseMethodInjectionVolume> must be false too,
otherwise the XML command is trashed.

E_Custom and T_Custom variables in XML command
Experiment custom (E_Customi) and Task custom (T_Customi) are variables created in the
Sample Scheduler configuration. They allow you to display information in sample Scheduler
Client that is not proposed by default by the Sample Scheduler, for example, the laboratory
name where the instrument is located.
The only way to assign a value to these variables is to define the value in the XML command.
The E_Custom and T_Custom parameters are optional in the XML command

These variables can also be part of the Sample Id, Result name and Data file name.

Up to five E_Custom can be defined per analysis and up to 10 T_Custom per task (per
instrument).
E_Custom and T_Custom values are displayed (not editable) in the Scheduler Client in the
Queue table, in E_Customi and T_Customi columns.
Note that if the same E_Customi or T_Customi are commonly used in the XML generated by
your company, it is possible to customize their names in the Scheduler Configuration.
In this way, they are displayed with their usual names in the Sample Scheduler client’s
Queue table.

NOTE

The value of those variables is not stored in the EZChrom chromatogram.
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Use tokens for SampleID, ResultName and DataFileName in XML
It is possible to use the same predefined identifiers (tokens) as those proposed by the
EZChrom CDS / Single run or Sequence to define the SampleId, ResultName and
DataFileName in the XML command.
It is also possible to use Scheduler E_Custom and T_Custom variables.

Parameter

Token

SampleId

UserName <U>

(EZChrom Sample id)

MethodName <M>
Instrument name <I>
Date &Time <D>
Vial <V>
E_CustomN [N=1 to 5] <E1> to <E5>

DataFileName

UserName <U>

(EZChrom Data File .dat)

MethodName <M>
Instrument name <I>
Date &Time <D>
SampleID <ID>
Vial <V>
E_CustomN [N=1 to 5] <E1> to <E5>
T_Custom [N=1 to 10]

ResultName

SampleId <ID>

(EZChrom .rslt folder and .rst File)

UserName <U>
MethodName <M>
Datafile Name <F>
Instrument name <I>
Date &Time <D>
Vial <V>
E_CustomN [N=1 to 5] <E1> to <E5>
T_Custom [N=1 to 10]
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EZChrom pre-defined name types contain < > symbols. These symbols have a meaning in the
XML language and then cannot be expressed in this way in Scheduler XML command.
The syntax to use in the XML command is:
• &lt; to replace <
• &gt; to replace >
For example:
<DataFileName>&lt;M&gt; </DataFileName>
→ DataFileName is the Method name
<ResultName>&lt;ID&gt;_ &lt;D&gt:_ &lt;E1&gt: </ResultName>
→Result name is the SampleId_Date&Time_E_Custom1

Double-task commands with predefined identifiers
If an analysis has been generated from a double-task command (the sample has been
analyzed simultaneously by two coupled instruments), the value assigned to the Sample Id
when using Method <M> or Instrument <I> to generate its name is the one of the first task
instrument.

In the same way, some automatic naming combinations are forbidden, and lead to the XML
command being sent to the LIMS_Commands/Trash folder.
It is forbidden to define:
The same Result name for both tasks.
The same Data file name for both towers of the same task.
These two limitations have been set to avoid the creation of files (.DAT, .RST) or folders
(.RSLT) with the same name, which could lead to an EZChrom error.

Priority rules
The parameter values used by OpenLAB EZChrom to perform an analysis (project,
instrument, vial, etc.), can be defined in three ways in the sample Scheduler: XML command,
Scheduler Configuration (the default values used to perform the analysis when no value is
defined in the command), and Scheduler Client (analysis edition).
General parameters can be defined both in the command and in the Scheduler
Configuration: Data file name, Result name, User, Project.
All parameters (except Sample Id) can be defined both in the command and from Sample
Scheduler client (analysis edition).
To manage possible priority conflicts, the following priority rules have been set:
The XML General parameter value overwrites the value defined in the Scheduler
configuration.
The parameter value defined in the Sample Scheduler client overwrites the one defined in
the XML.
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Parameter

Priority rules

Data file name, Result name, User, Project

Scheduler Configuration< XML

All parameters editable in Scheduler Client

XML< user edition

XML command creation
To help you to structure properly the XML command that your LIMS has to generate, Please
refer to the example xml files in <SampleScheduler>/Documentation. This files provide some
XML commands that can be used as templates.
Minimal_Command: minimal structure of the XML if no mandatory parameter has been
defined in the Sample Scheduler Configuration, Command tab (only Sample Id is
checked).
Basic_command.XML: minimal structure of the XML to perform an acquisition if the
analyses are always performed using the same OpenLAB user, OpenLAB Project, Data
file name, Result name and default initial state. In this case, the Sample Scheduler
administrator assigns a value to all these parameters in the Sample Scheduler
Configuration Administration / Command tab. They will be used to complete the
commands generated by the LIMS.
Advanced_ command.XML: structure containing all the possible parameters.
Holding_Command: structure to use in for commands to merge (refer to the Sample
Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS User’s Guide to learn more about the merge option).
Additional template: UnknownSample_Single_Tower_Command.xml
CalibrationSample_Single_Tower_Command.xml
UnknownSample_Dual_Tower_Command.xml
CalibrationSample_Dual_Tower_Command.xml

XML action
The Scheduler is able to manage XML files that are not intended to create an analysis, but to
perform an action.
Those ‘Action commands’ do not follow the classical XML command scheme, but a simplified
scheme.
Two Action commands are proposed by default:
Cancel command: to delete an analysis that is stored in the Scheduler database and that
has not yet been started (that is, in Waiting or Scheduled state only). The analysis to
delete is identified by its SampleId.
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<SchedulerAction>
<SampleId>Analysis_To_Delete </SampleId>
<Type>Delete</Type>
</SchedulerAction>
The Cancel command is sent to the <LIMS_Commands> folder. The Scheduler handles it
and deletes the corresponding analysis from the Scheduler database. The analysis is
removed from the Scheduler interface. The Cancel command does not generate an
analysis, and is never displayed in the Scheduler client.
You can use the Cancel_Analysis_Command.xml template located in the
<SampleScheduler for OpenLAB CDS>/Documentation folder to build your own
command. The XML scheme, used by the Sample Scheduler LIMS agent to check the
command validity before its entry in Database, is also provided by the setup in the same
folder: SchedulerAction.xsd

NOTE

If tokens are used to define the Sample ID of the analysis to delete, you have to define the token
in its not-resolved state in the Sample Id (for example, <M>, <E1> and not the real method name
or the E_Custom1 value).
CreaCreate sequence: to group a selection of analyses, stored in the Sample Scheduler
database, into a sequence.
SchedulerCreateSequenceAction>
<SequenceName>MySequence</SequenceName>
<SequenceState>Scheduled</SequenceState>
<User>Analyst</User>
<SampleIds>
<SampleId>MySequenceLine-123</SampleId>
<SampleId>MySequenceLine-456</SampleId>
<SampleId>MySequenceLine-789</SampleId>
<SampleId>MySequenceLine-555</SampleId>
<SampleId>MySequenceLine-999</SampleId>
</SampleIds>
</SchedulerCreateSequenceAction>
You have to define:
A sequence name (not mandatory)
The initial sequence state. If not defined, the default State defined in the
Sample Scheduler Configuration is used.
The user who is assigned the sequence. If not defined, the OpenLAB
acquisition user defined in the Sample Scheduler Configuration is used.
The list of analyses to group, identified by their Sample IDs. The sequence is
created only if:
o All analyses exist in the sample Scheduler database
o All analyses are assigned the same Instrument, project, method, tower
o All analyses are assigned Waiting, Incomplete or Waiting on error state.
Otherwise the sequence is not created, and the xml file is sent to the trash
folder.
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You can use the Create_Sequence_Command.xml template located in the
<SampleScheduler for OpenLAB CDS>/Documentation folder to build your own command.
The XML scheme used by the Sample Scheduler LIMS agent to check the command
validity before its entry in Database is also provided by the setup in the same folder:
SchedulerCreateSequenceAction.xsd

Command collected using an SQL query
This section describes the way the Sample Scheduler must be configured to allow the
collection of analysis orders directly in the LIMS database.
The Sample Scheduler provides a generic tool to gather analysis orders from the LIMS
database (that understands SQL Queries). As all LIMS databases are different, it is up to
your database system administrator to configure the parameters detailed below to fit your
LIMS database structure.

LIMS database configuration
Administration tab/ LIMS DB category:
•

Query frequency: Frequency in seconds with which the Sample Scheduler queries
the LIMS DB to collect commands (0 disables the LIMS DB query).

•

Database provider: The Database provider allows the Sample Scheduler to connect
to the LIMS database to execute the queries, etc. The defined Database provider
must be installed on the machine where the Sample Scheduler LIMS agent is
running.

•

Connection string: Chain of characters containing the required information to
establish a connection between the Sample Scheduler and your LIMS database. This
chain contains the provider, the user /password, etc.
Example for an SQL Server LIMS database: Server=ComputerName\DB_Instance
Name; Database=DatabaseName;Password=XXX;User ID=Database_User;
The Database_User must be assigned at least the ‘Select’ and ‘Update’ rights on the
LIMS Database.

•

LIMS query: an SQL query used to collect the pending analysis orders in the LIMS
database. This query defines the name of parameters to be recovered from the LIMS
database for each analysis order, and the link with the Sample Scheduler analysis
parameter names (Sample ID, Instrument, Vial, Tower, etc.).

•

LIMS notification: Valid command: an SQL query used to notify the LIMS Database
that a command has been properly handled by the Sample Scheduler, and has led to
the creation of an analysis in Sample Scheduler database. The goal of this query is to
assign a ‘flag’ to this command in the LIMS database to prevent the LIMS Query
collecting it again, and to inform the LIMS database that the command was properly
handled.

•

LIMS notification: Invalid command: an SQL query used to notify the LIMS
Database that a command has been handled by the Sample Scheduler but, due to at
least an incorrect parameter value, was considered invalid, and did not lead to the
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creation of an analysis in the Sample Scheduler database. The goal of this query is to
assign a ‘flag’ to this command in the LIMS database to prevent the LIMS Query
collecting it again, and to inform the LIMS database that something went wrong.

LIMS query structure:
The LIMS query must be based on the structure of data expected by the Sample Scheduler.
For an analysis to be performed on a single tower instrument, the LIMS Query returns a
single entry to the Sample Scheduler, allowing the creation of the single-tower analysis
For an analysis to be performed on a dual-tower instrument, the LIMS Query returns two
entries to the Sample Scheduler, allowing the creation of the dual-tower analysis
The LIMS Query result must match the following structure and syntax:

Sample Scheduler parameter

Type

Description

LimsCommandId

Integer

The command identifier. Must be
unique. It is used to notify the LIMS
that a command has been handled, to
prevent it being considered a second
time.

SampleId

Varchar (not null,
unique)

The sample identifier. Must be unique.

Integer (null
accepted)

The initial state assigned the analysis.

ProjectName

Varchar

OpenLAB Project

UserName

Varchar

OpenLAB User

Replicates

Integer (null
accepted, default
value 1)

The number of injections performed. If
no value, 1 injection is performed.

PrintMethodReports

Boolean (null
accepted)

If the reports defined in the used
OpenLAB CDS method to be printable
should be printed during analysis.

E_Customi i=[1-5]

Varchar (null
accepted)

Custom parameters.

ResultName

Varchar (null
accepted)

The name of the .rslt/.rst file
generated by OpenLAB EZChrom.

State

Value

1 = Scheduled
3 = Waiting
10 = Holding
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If no value, the Default result name
defined in the sample Scheduler
Configuration is used.
InstrumentName

Varchar (null
accepted)

OpenLAB Instrument.

MethodName

Varchar (null
accepted)

OpenLAB EZChrom method used to
perform the analysis.
If the method used to perform the
analysis is stored in a subfolder of the
method path, you must assign the
value
SubfolderName\MethodName.met .

AlternativeInstrumentsMethods

pattern such as
"inst1/meth1|inst2/
meth2|inst3/meth3"

Varchar (null
accepted)

Instrument/method that can be used
to perform the analysis instead of the
InstrumentName/MethodName
No limit in the number of alternative
instrument/method pairs.
The expected format is
InstrumentName/MethodName.
If the method used to perform the
analysis is stored in a subfolder of the
method path, you must assign the
value
InstrumentName/SubfolderName\Me
thodName.met.

CanUseMethodInjectionVolume

Boolean (null
accepted)

‘true’ if an injection volume is defined
in the method and can be used to
perform the acquisition (instruments
with autosampler), ‘false’ if not.

Integer (null
accepted)

Tower of the autosampler used to
perform the analysis.

*DataFileName

Varchar (null
accepted)

The name of the .dat file generated by
OpenLAB EZChrom.

*SampleDescription

Varchar (null
accepted)

Description of the sample.

*Vial

Varchar (null
accepted)

The vial position where the sample is
taken.

*TowerPosition

0=Front,
1=Back
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*UseMethodInjectionVolume

Boolean

The Injection volume defined in the
OpenLAB EZChrom method is used to
perform the analysis.

*InjectionVolume

Float (null accepted)

Volume of the sample injected.

*InjectionVolumeUnit

Varchar (null
accepted)

Units of the injection volume (for
example, µL).

*SampleMass

Float (null accepted)

Mass of the sample. Use to perform
quantitation by OpenLAB EZChrom.

*SampleMassUnit

Varchar (null
accepted)

Units of the mass of the sample.

*Multiplier

Float (null accepted)

*Dilutor

Float (null accepted)

Used to perform quantitation by
OpenLAB EZChrom.
Used to perform quantitation by
OpenLAB EZChrom.
Defines if the sample is an unknown
or standard.
Level defined in OpenLAB EZChrom
method.
Defines the way the standard point is
added in the OpenLAB EZChrom
calibration curve.

*SampleType

0=Unknown,
1=Standard

*Level
*CalibrationMode

0=ClearAllCalibration
1=ClearCalibrationFo
rLevel,
2=ClearReplicates,
3=AverageReplicates

Integer (null
accepted)
Integer (null
accepted)
Integer (null
accepted)

*InternalStandardAmount

Float (null accepted)

*InternalStandardUnit

Varchar (null
accepted)
Varchar (null
accepted)

T_Customi i=[1-5]

Amount of Internal standard added to
the sample. Used to perform
quantitation by OpenLAB EZChrom.
Units of the internal standard amount.
Custom parameters.

(*) Parameters to be defined by tower (Front and Back).
The other parameters must be assigned the same value for a dual-tower instrument

All the commands defined in the LIMS database must contain at least the following
parameters to be considered as valid by the Sample Scheduler:
LimsCommandId (mandatory only if you want to notify that the LIMS the command has
been handled)
SampleId
The list of mandatory parameters defined in the Administration/Command tab,
Mandatory column.
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SQL Queries example
Shown below is an example of queries built for an SQL Server LIMS database that could be
handled by the sample Scheduler.
The LIMS database (LIMS_DB) used in this example consists of two tables:

dbo.commands table:
Lists all parameters to be defined by analysis.
dbo.tower_parameters table:
Lists all parameters to be defined by tower.
The scheduledStatus parameter has been added
to assign a flag to the command: already handled
by sample Scheduler, properly handled, handled
but invalid.

In the case of an analysis to be performed on a
single-tower instrument:
one entry in the dbo.commands table
and
one entry in the dbo.tower_parameters
table

In the case of an analysis to be performed on a
dual-tower instrument:
one entry in the dbo.commands table
and
two entries in the
dbo.tower_parameters table

Note that only some of the parameters that can be defined in an analysis are proposed in this
example, you can define all the parameters listed in the table above.
This example handles the case where the LIMS database (LIMS_DB) provides parameters
that are not assigned the same name as the ones expected by the Sample Scheduler (for
example, chromatograph in LIMS database corresponds to InstrumentName in Sample
Scheduler database). It is up to the LIMS query to make the link between the LIMS
parameters and the corresponding Sample Scheduler parameters: “c.chromatograph as
InstrumentName”
In this example, the LIMS notification: Valid command and LIMS notification: invalid
command queries handle the notification to the LIMS database that a defined command has
been handled (with success or not) to avoid handling the same command several times.
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SQL Query:
SELECT
c.SampleID as SampleId,
c.analysisId as LimsCommandId,
CASE
WHEN analysisState='Scheduled' THEN 1
WHEN analysisState='Waiting' THEN 3
WHEN analysisState='Holding' THEN 10
ELSE NULL
END as [State],
c.laboUser as [UserName],
c.openLABProject as ProjectName,
c.chromatograph as InstrumentName,
c.ezchromMethod as MethodName,
c.resultFolder as ResultName,
t.analysis_sample_mass as SampleMass,
t.analysis_dilutor as Dilutor,
c.Ecustom1 as E_Custom1,
CAST(t.analysis_multiplier as float) as Multiplier,
t.analysis_level as Level,
t.analysis_data_file as DataFileName,
t.analysis_vial as Vial,
t.analysis_injection_volume as InjectionVolume,
CASE
WHEN t.analysis_tower='front' THEN 0
WHEN t.analysis_tower='back' THEN 1
ELSE NULL
END as TowerPosition,
CASE
WHEN t.analysis_sample_type='Sample' THEN 0
WHEN t.analysis_sample_type='Calib' THEN 1
ELSE NULL
END as SampleType,
c.alternative as AlternativeInstrumentsMethods
FROM [LIMS_DB].[dbo].[command] c LEFT JOIN
[LIMS_DB].[dbo].[tower_parameters] t ON (c.analysisId =
t.command_analysisId)
WHERE scheduledStatus = 0;
The Sample Scheduler manages only commands which are assigned the scheduledStatus = 0.
Once the Sample Scheduler has handled a command, it sends back a value to the LIMS
database/scheduledStatus parameter.
scheduledStatus=1 if the command has been properly handled (valid command),
scheduledStatus=2 if the command was invalid (not transformed into a analysis in
the Sample Scheduler database).

LIMS notification: Valid command:
UPDATE LIMS_DB.[dbo].[command] SET scheduledStatus = 1 WHERE
analysisId = @LimsCommandId;
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LIMS notification: Invalid command:
UPDATE LIMS_DB.[dbo].[command] SET scheduledStatus = 2 WHERE
analysisId = @LimsCommandId

NOTE

Dual-task commands are not supported (same analysis performed simultaneously on two coupled
instruments).
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When a command is generated by the LIMS, it is handled by the Sample Scheduler (Sample
Scheduler LIMS agent), and the following validity control process is applied:

1

The command must match the expected syntax, format.
• The XML command must match the XML scheme (XSD). This scheme checks the
XML syntax, the XML structure, the type (Integer, Boolean, etc.) and the properties
of each parameter (for example, Sample type can only be Unknown, or Standard,
Injection volume must a number). The SchedulerXmlCommand.xsd file is provided
in the Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS/Documentation folder.
• The commands collected by an SQL Query must conform to the expected structure,
and contain the parameters defined in the query (valid parameter name, type,
properties, etc.).

2

The command must contain the mandatory parameters defined in the
Command/Mandatory tab. If Project, User, Data file name, Result file name, State are
not assigned, they are assigned the default values defined in the Sample Scheduler
Configuration, Administration tab.

3

The command must satisfy the Business rules (if Can Use method injection volume is
true, Use method injection volume is true too; if Dilutor, Multiplier, Internal standard
amount, Sample mass amount equal 0, they are assigned the value 1), and OLSS controls
(Project, User, Instrument, method exists).
→ If the command does not satisfy at least one of the steps 1 to 3, it is sent to the
<LIMS Commands>/trash folder. No analysis is generated.
→ If steps 1 to 3 are satisfied, an analysis is generated in the Scheduler database.

4

When steps 1 to 3 are satisfied, and all parameters needed by OpenLAB EZChrom to
perform an acquisition are defined, the analysis is assigned either the Waiting or
Scheduled state. If at least one of these parameters is missing, the analysis is assigned
the Incomplete state.

OpenLAB EZChrom mandatory parameters: Sample ID, Instrument, Tower position, Project,
Method, Data file name, Result file name, Injection volume, Vial (if using a sampler).
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If the Auto-fill command option is used, the validity process is modified as followed:

1

The command must match the expected syntax, format.
• The XML command must match the XML scheme (XSD). This scheme checks
the XML syntax, the XML structure, the type (Integer, Boolean, etc.) and the
properties of each parameter (for example, Sample type can only be Unknown,
or Standard, Injection volume must a number, etc.). The
SchedulerXmlCommand.xsd file is provided in the Sample Scheduler for
OpenLAB CDS/Documentation folder.
• The commands collected by an SQL Query must conform to the expected
structure, and contain parameters following the rules defined in the query
(valid parameter name, type, properties, etc.).

2

If a value is assigned to all the Auto-fill key parameters and a template analysis exists
in the Auto-fill command table, the command is completed according to the template
analysis.

3

The command must contain the mandatory parameters defined in the
Command/Mandatory tab. If Project, User, Data file name, Result file name, State are
not assigned a value after completion with a template analysis, they are assigned the
default values defined in the Sample Scheduler Configuration, Administration tab.

4

The command must satisfy the Business rules (if Can Use method injection volume is
true, Use method injection volume is true too, if Dilutor, Multiplier, Internal standard
amount, Sample mass amount equal 0, they are assigned the value 1), and OLSS controls
(Project, User, Instrument, method exist).
→ If the command does not satisfies at least one of the step 1, 3 or 4, it is sent to the
<LIMS Commands>/trash folder. No analysis is generated.
→ If steps 1, 3 and 4 are satisfied, an analysis is generated in the Scheduler database.

5

If steps 1, 3 and 4 are satisfied and all parameters needed by OpenLAB EZChrom to
perform an acquisition are defined, the analysis is assigned either the Waiting or
Scheduled state. If at least one of these parameters is missing, the analysis is assigned
the Incomplete state.
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NOTE

Ensure that no XML command file is generated in read-only mode by the LIMS. When the Scheduler
LIMS Agent handles such a command, it is blocked and can no longer handle another. New
commands will accumulate in the LIMS Commands folder.
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Recommendations for use
It is strongly advised to not perform acquisitions simultaneously with Sample Scheduler
for OpenLAB CDS and EZChrom (Single run or sequence) on the same instrument.
Sample Scheduler cannot know which acquisition is currently performing, and could
consider that the EZChrom acquisition corresponds to one it has launched. The analysis
managed by the Sample Scheduler would then be assigned the State of the EZChrom
analysis, and then be assigned the Ended state, whereas it was not actually performed.
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Logs
All the actions performed by Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS are traced in log files.
Those logs can be useful if something goes wrong, to understand the reason and to perform
the appropriate action to correct the problem.
The logs are stored in C:\ProgramData\Agilent\Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS\Logs,
on the local computer where the program or the agents run. They are not available through
OpenLAB Administration activity logs.
Three logs are generated:
Agilent.Scheduler.Lims.Agent.log traces the XML parsing action of Sample Scheduler
LIMS agent. It allows you to understand why an XML command has been trashed.
Agilent.Scheduler.Agent.log or
Agilent.Scheduler.Acquisition.Agent.InstrumentName.log traces all the actions
relative to the acquisition. These logs refer to the connections with OpenLAB EZChrom
instrument and instrument state changes.
Agilent.Scheduler.Client.log traces all information relative to the Scheduler client
(number of analysis listed, Database connection issue, etc.)
Agilent.Scheduler.Configuration.log traces all actions performed in the Scheduler
Configuration.
If an error occurs, you can send those log files to your Technical support.
You can also refer to the Troubleshooting section of this manual, to see if it deals with the
issue you encountered.

NOTE

In the Agilent.Scheduler.Acquisition.Agent.InstrumentName.log you can find the following sentence
at each starting of the Acquisition Agent: ‘The administrator defined in the Scheduler Configuration is
no more an OpenLAB administrator’. This warning can be ignored.
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Appendix A: Microsoft SQL Server 2008/R2 or 2012
Configure SQL protocol for remote access

1.

Start the application “Microsoft
SQL Server 20xx / Configuration
Tools / SQL Server Configuration
Manager”

2.

Select the SQL Server Instance in
the left panel
Edit the TCP/IP properties
Enabled the protocol TCP/IP

3.
4.
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5.
6.

7.

Select the second tab “IP
Addresses”
Activate and enable the IP address
allocated to the current machine
over the network
Close the dialog box

Another option is to make the SQL
server instance listen to a static port.
This TCP port has to be defined with
the help of your network IT staff. Also,
you may need to allow this static port
in the Firewall’s exclusions.
You can set a static port by disabling
all TCP dynamic Ports options in the
scroll list. Then, define the static TCP
Port in the IP All section.

8.
9.

Select SQL Server Services in the
right panel
Set Automatic start mode for the
following services:
• SQL Server (INSTANCE
NAME)
• SQL Server Browser (if
fixed port is not set)
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10. Restart both
services

11. Close the application

Switch SQL Server Authentication Mode

1.

Start SQL Server Management
Studio
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2.

Connect to the SQL Server
instance using the valid
Authentication mode and
credentials

3.

Select the instance and click
Properties
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4.

Select General and change the
Server Authentication mode

5.

Close the dialog box

CAUTION

After switching Server Authentication Mode you must restart the SQL Server service SQL
Server (INSTANCE NAME)
After configuring the Windows Authentication mode, ensure that all the Windows users that
will log on Sample Scheduler computers are assigned the rights to access the ‘OpenLAB
Scheduler DB’ database (for example, sysadmin). Contact your DB administrators to learn
which rights you must set to be consistent with your company policy rules.
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Edit or Add System Administrator
If you have selected SQL Server and Windows Authentication Mode, you can add a system
administrator user or edit the default one: sa.

1.

Edit the System Administrator
password (sa):
On the left pane Select Security /
Logins / sa
Click Properties

2.

Change the password
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3.
4.

Ensure the user is Enabled
Close the dialog box

SQL Service (INSTANCE NAME)
service does not need to be restarted

Configure the firewall for SQL Server
The firewall can block the communications between the SQL Server and the client
application.
If the firewall is activated and you are not allowed to stop it, you mst add the following
exclusions:
Inbound rule, protocol TCP, port 1433
Inbound rule, protocol UDP, port 1434
Inbound rule, all ports for application %ProgramFiles% (x86)\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL11.SQLEXPRESS\MSSQL\Bin\sqlservr.exe

See Microsoft documentation: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc646023.aspx
If you still have issues, check the firewall on the client side.

Testing Sample Scheduler database connectivity
Microsoft SQL server has been installed successfully, providing an “instance” in which the
Sample Scheduler database already exists or will be created. However, it may be necessary to
check that the instance (and associated databases) can be accessed from any machine that
should have a role in the Sample Scheduler deployment. Furthermore, it may be necessary to
check connectivity easily and at any time, for example, in the case of network configuration
changes. You can implement the following reliable check by defining an ODBC source. You
need to gather the following information, maybe with the help of your network IT staff; some
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of the information may not be used, depending on your network architecture:
The name of the SQL server machine.
The IP address of the SQL server machine if it cannot be resolved automatically by the
DNS from the name. (The SQL server machine could be unknown by the DNS that
manages the current machine).
The name of the SQL server instance in which Sample Scheduler database is created.
Whether the TCP/IP port that the SQL server instance must listen to was defined as a
‘static port’ or ‘dynamically determined’. (This refers to the section “Configure SQL
protocol for remote access”, “TCP/IP properties” in the SQL server installation above).

Launch Control Panel from the start menu.
Select Administrative Tools then launch Data
Sources (ODBC)
Select the User DSN tab and click the Add
button to start creating a new data source.

Select the driver for which you want to set up a
data source. The list of choices probably already
contains SQL Server from Microsoft
Corporation, since it is often installed with
Windows. Select SQL Server and click the
Finish button.
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Type a Name and enter a description (for
example, Testing Sample scheduler
connectivity).

Identify the SQL server that you want to connect
to.
You can enter the Server name manually or
using the combo box. You may have several
possibilities:
The combo box provides an option
comprising the SQL server machine and the
SQL server instance. Since you probably do
not have any problem of connectivity with
that computer, you can select it.
• The combo box provides an option
comprising only the SQL server machine.
Select this option and append it with “\” and
the name of the instance.
• Enter the IP address of the SQL server
machine (without the instance).
Click Next.

Now select the authentication parameters in
accordance with the options you selected when
you installed Microsoft SQL server and set the
instance.
If a static TCP/IP port was defined that the SQL
server instance must listen to, click Client
Configuration. This refers to the section
Configure SQL protocol for remote access,
TCP/IP properties in the SQL server installation
above.

Otherwise, click Next.
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If you clicked Client Configuration, you must
select the settings:
Set Network libraries to TCP/IP
The Server name field contains the SQL
server machine name only
Clear the Dynamically determine port check
box and enter the port number that the SQL
server instance must listen to.
Click OK to go back to the authentication panel
and click Next.

At this stage, the process tries to connect to the
SQL server instance using the parameters you
entered. A popup message appears in the case of
failure. If the connection could not be
established, check the following:
Check SQL server installation (machine and
instance name, authentication mode,
credential and TCP/IP properties)
Check the firewall settings on the SQL server
machine
Replace the name by the IP address of the
SQL server machine (DNS issue).
Check that the SQL server machine can be
reached over the network.
It might be useful to report to your network IT
staff.
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If the connection succeeded, click Next on the
following panels until you can use the Finish
button that finally creates the ODBC source. The
final panel appears, summarizing the settings of
the ODBC source. You can now Test Data
Source.
You can now test your data source at any time
without having to redefine the parameters
(except passwords, possibly).
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Appendix B: Troubleshooting
In the case of an error, refer to the logs generated by the application to understand the
reason and correct the problem.
Refer to the Logs section if you need details about how the logs are produced and where they
are stored.
Command blocked in the LIMS Commands folder or trashed:
Agilent.Scheduler.Lims.Agent.log.
Acquisition not managed properly: Agilent.Scheduler.Agent.log or
Agilent.Scheduler.Acquisition.Agent.InstrumentName.log
Display issue in Scheduler interface: Agilent.Scheduler.Client.log

NOTE

Several problems are induced by a database connection issue. Keep this in mind while investigating, and do
not hesitate to check the SQL server connectivity as described in Appendix A.
Some errors can be solved by following a simple procedure described below.

Core engine service does not start
Both Sample Scheduler services do not start
When the service (Agilent Sample Scheduler agent or Agilent Sample Scheduler LIMS Agent)
is stopped with an error listed in the logs, and cannot be started, check the following points:
The Scheduler services connect with correct credentials (same as the ones defined for
OpenLAB Instrument Service Account). To define this logon, display the Windows
services screen, select the Agilent OpenLAB Instrument Service service, display its
Properties /Log on. Then select this account and enter valid credentials. Restart the
service.
The Enterprise path is properly configured in OpenLAB Shared Sevices, and is
reachable (that is, there is no network communication issue). If it is not the case, contact
the OpenLAB EZChrom administrator to solve the issue.

Sample Scheduler Agent service does not start
When several Scheduler agents are installed, they are assigned instruments in the Scheduler
Configuration ‘Instrument management’. If one Scheduler agent has no instrument
assigned, it stops automatically.
When Agilent Sample Scheduler agent service has stopped automatically, open the
Scheduler Configuration and check that it is assigned the management of at least one
instrument.
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XML command management
Command file got stuck in the LIMS_Commands folder
When commands are blocked in the LIMS_Commands folder and the Agilent Sample
Scheduler LIMS Agent is stopped:
Check if the first command listed in the LIMS_Comands folder (creation date) is not
read-only. If it is the case, remove the read-only attribute and restart the service.
If no read-only command is listed in the LIMS_Comands folder, and the Agilent Sample
Scheduler LIMS Agent cannot be started, read the Agilent.Scheduler.Lims.Agent.log. If it
lists an error, check if the service connects with valid credentials (on the computer
where LIMS agent is installed). To define this logon, display the Windows services
screen, select the Agilent Sample Scheduler LIMS Agent service, display its Properties
/Log on, select ‘this account’ and enter valid credentials (the same as the ones defined
for ‘OpenLAB instrument service Account). Restart the service.

Command file is not archived in the processed folder
Check if the processed folder defined in the Scheduler Configuration exists. If not, create it.

Command is rejected in the trash folder
Read the Agilent.Scheduler.Lims.Agent.log stored in the C:\ProgramData\Agilent\Sample
Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS\Logs folder to understand why the command has been trashed.
This log is located on the computer where the LIMS agent is installed. The rejection can be
due to an invalid value, a syntax error or the absence of a mandatory parameter.

Command collected in LIMS from SQL Query
LIMS database not notified back due to a loss of connection
If you have defined SQL queries in the Sample Scheduler Configuration to notify the LIMS
database that a command has been handled, and then a momentary loss of connection
occurs, the LIMS database is not notified. The Sample scheduler could handle the same
command again, then trash it because it detects that an analysis with the same name already
exists.
In this case, the following message is shown in the LIMS Agent log.
| Info | Notifying LIMS database for VALID command Id 3...
| Warn | Unable to notify LIMS database, 'System.Data.SqlClient.SqlException' occurred with message
'A transport-level error has occurred when sending the request to the server. (Provider: TCP Provider,
error: 0 - An existing connection was forcibly closed by the remote host.)'.
| Warn | Unexpected result while notifying LIMS database on try 1/5
…
| Warn | Unable to notify LIMS database, connection state is 'Closed'
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| Warn | Delete Analysis - no analysis found in the database
| Warn | Try to reopen 'Closed' LIMS database connection...
| Warn | Unexpected result while notifying LIMS database on try 2/5
…
| PID=29996-15 | Info | LIMS database notified for VALID LIMS command Id 3

LIMS database not notified back: the SQL query cannot update the command in the
LIMS database
If you have defined SQL queries in the Sample Scheduler Configuration to notify the LIMS
database that a command has been handled, the sample Scheduler is expected to update the
command in the LIMS database. In some cases, the update could fail after five attempts to
make the update. The following message is displayed in the LIMS Agent log.

| Info | Notifying LIMS database for VALID command Id 1...
| Warn | Notification has been successfully sent to LIMS database but no row
was affected.
| Warn | Unexpected result while notifying LIMS database on try 1/5
| Warn | Notification has been successfully sent to LIMS database but no row
was affected.
| Warn | Unexpected result while notifying LIMS database on try 2/5
| Warn | Notification has been successfully sent to LIMS database but no row
was affected.
| Warn | Unexpected result while notifying LIMS database on try 3/5
| Warn | Notification has been successfully sent to LIMS database but no row
was affected.
| Warn | Unexpected result while notifying LIMS database on try 4/5
| Warn | Notification has been successfully sent to LIMS database but no row
was affected.
| Warn | Unexpected result while notifying LIMS database on try 5/5
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Analysis got stuck during life cycle
Analysis stays in Submitted state
Check that the Agilent Sample Scheduler agent service connects with valid credentials (the
same as the ones defined for OpenLAB instrument service Account)
To define this logon, display the Windows services screen, select the Agilent Sample
Scheduler agent service, display its Properties /Log on then select ‘this account’ and enter
the user and password. Restart the service.

NOTE

Perform this action on all computers where the ‘Agilent OpenLAB Scheduler Agent’ service is installed

Analysis stays in Scheduled state
Check if the Instrument associated with the analysis is properly defined in the Scheduler
Configuration. Check that it is associated to a computer where an Agilent Sample Scheduler
agent service is installed (Instrument management parameter).
Check that the OpenLAB administrator defined in the Scheduler Configuration still exists in
the OpenLAB Control Panel or, if the admistrator exists, that it is still assigned the
Everything role.

Analysis blocked into the SQL Server Database
When an analysis is blocked in the SQL server Database, connect to Scheduler Client as an
administrator, select the analysis and click the Reset Analysis button. The analysis will be
switched into either Error or Waiting state (according to its state while it was stuck in the
database). If the analysis was stuck in the Database while it was in Quick Start/edition mode,
and some mandatory parameters are missing (for example, Data file name), then the analysis
is deleted from the database (a popup message informs you). This can occur if the Scheduler
client crashes. The Agilent.Scheduler.Client.log traces the deletion of the analysis.

Analyses do not start. Exception occurred: Instrument not found
When analyses pass from Scheduled to Waiting state, and the ‘Exception occurred: ….
Instrument XX not found’ message appears in
Agilent.Scheduler.Acquisition.Agent.InstrumentName.log, check that you have defined an
OpenLAB acquisition user/OpenLAB acquisition user password/domain (if any) in
Scheduler Configuration. If not, assign those parameters valid values. Restart both Agilent
Sample Scheduler agent and Agilent Sample Scheduler LIMS agent services.
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Analysis switches into error
Analysis switches into Error while the CDS looks running properly
If the analysis switches from Submitted to Error state although no instrument error or
no EZChrom error occurred, open the Agilent.Scheduler.Agent.log associated with the
current in Error instrument. If you get the following error “Error|Could not get
communication pipe to instrument agent InstrumentName”, check if the Agilent Sample
Scheduler agent service connects with correct credentials (same as the ones defined for
OpenLAB Instrument Service Account). To define this logon, open the Windows services
screen and select the service Agilent Sample Scheduler agent service. Open its Properties
/Log on, then select ‘this account’ to enter valid credentials. Restart the service.
Start an analysis on this instrument; it should start properly.
If the name of the Result folder defined exceeds the maximum authorized length
(EZChrom limit), EZChrom cannot create the folder and does not start the acquisition.
In this case, the Analysis switches into Error state in the Scheduler. When such a
situation occurs, it is detailed in the OpenLAB logs (you can read the log of the
instrument in the OpenLAB Control Panel).

Analysis switches into Error after having been stopped from the CDS
When an analysis running in the Scheduler is stopped from EZChrom CDS, it switches into
Error state in the Scheduler. Then the other scheduled analysis on the same instrument
switches into Waiting state. The Scheduler is not informed that the acquisition has been
stopped from EZChrom, it is only informed that the acquisition did not complete, which is
abnormal behavior.

Caution

Be careful to not stop an acquisition that has been launched from the Scheduler from EZChrom CDS.

All the analyses launched successively on an instrument switch into Error
When all the analyses that were launched on the same instrument switch successively into
an error state, with the following message in the log of the instrument
(Agilent.Scheduler.Acquisition.Agent.InstrumentName): the ‘Not connected state during an
acquisition was not a transient state […] the instrument raised an error during the
acquisition: Set the experiment to ERROR.
1. Open the OpenLAB Control Panel, launch an analysis from EZChrom on the same
instrument.
2. If the analysis is properly acquired, you can schedule an analysis from the Sample
Scheduler, it should be performed properly. If OpenLAB EZChrom cannot perform
the analysis, follow the procedure.
a. Restart the OpenLAB Instrument Controller (AIC) that manages the in error
instrument, then restart the Sample Scheduler Agent that manages this
instrument.
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Sample Scheduler client issues
Impossible to connect to Scheduler Client
If you get the ‘Critical error during login: OpenLAB user ‘AdminName defined in Scheduler
Configuration authentication failed’ message, check that the named user still exists in
OpenLAB control Panel.
If you get the ‘The administrator defined in the configuration parameters is no more an
OpenLAB administrator’ warning, check that the administrator is still assigned the
Everything rights in OpenLAB control Panel.

Analyses are not displayed in the Scheduler client
If the user access rights have been modified in OpenLAB Control Panel (add the right to the
user to use a new instrument and/or project) while a Scheduler client session is open, the
changes are not taken into account. You cannot see the analyses associated with the new
instrument/project in the Scheduler Client. The OpenLAB user rights are loaded only when
the Scheduler Client is opened; therefore, to load the new user's rights, close and reopen the
Scheduler Client. The analyses will be visible.

Cannot read configuration from database
If you get the following critical error in the Scheduler Client: ‘Cannot read configuration
from database’, and no connection is established with the database (Not connecting message
in the status bar), check that the connection mode and/or the credentials have not been
modified for Sample Scheduler SQL server/Instance.
Refer to the ‘Switch SQL server Authentication Modes and /or Edit or Add System
Administrator’ sections.

Sample Scheduler Configuration issues
Critical error when saving Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS Configuration
If you get the following critical error when saving configuration: ‘Configuration value could
not be modified in database’, and no connection is established with the database (Not
connecting message in the status bar), check that the connection mode and/or the
credentials have not been modified for Sample Scheduler SQL server/Instance.
Refer to the ‘Switch SQL server Authentication Modes and /or Edit or Add System
Administrator’ sections.
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CDS related issues
Acquisitions are performed on the same instrument concurrently
If analyses are scheduled in Sample Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS, do not launch acquisition
on the same instrument from EZChrom (either from Single Run or Sequence).
The EZChrom analysis starts first and the scheduled analysis is assigned its state. So the
scheduled analysis will never be performed but will be displayed as Ended in the Sample
Scheduler for OpenLAB CDS.

CAUTION

Be careful not to start acquisition from the CDS while analyses are loaded at the same time on the same
instrument.
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Maintenance
Change the Sample Scheduler Agent assigned to an instrument
In the Administration tab:
Edit the Instrument management screen.
Assign the new Sample Scheduler agent computer name to the instrument, click OK.
Save
In the Agent tab:
Restart the two Sample Scheduler agent services (the old one and the new one) and the
Scheduler LIMS agent. Click the Refresh button.

Rename a computer that is the host of a Sample Scheduler agent
Rename the computer.
If this computer is an OpenLAB AIC, register the AIC.
No action need be performed in Sample Scheduler; the new computer name is automatically
updated in both Administration/Instrument management and Agents tabs.

Rename an instrument in OpenLAB Control Panel
Rename the instrument in OpenLAB Control Panel
In the Administration tab:
Edit the Instrument management screen.
Assign the Sample Scheduler agent computer name to the instrument and click OK.
Save
In the Agent tab:
Restart the Sample Scheduler agent service (ensure that no analysis is currently running on
the instruments managed by this Sample Scheduler Agent) and the Scheduler LIMS agent.
Click the Refresh button.

Delete an instrument in OpenLAB Control Panel
Delete the instrument in OpenLAB Control Panel
In the Administration tab:
Edit the Instrument management screen and click OK.
Save
Assign the Sample Scheduler agent computer name to the instrument
In the Agent tab:
Restart the Sample Scheduler agent service and the Scheduler LIMS agent. Click the
Refresh button.
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